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Join Tomo and his best friend for an adventure on the seas! Spot
snoozing polar bears, swimming jellyfish, and sparking stars as they
count from one to ten. Colorful numbers top the page, with adorable
illustrations depicting that value underneath. A two page spread with
small icons of each of the pages allow readers to count more fluidly
from one to ten with the pictures and numbers all in one spot!
An adorable board book to help little ones learn to count! The illustrations are colorful and fun, and the book is printed on good quality
material. The book starts out with the number one, but accompanying
text that starts to tell a story, then turns into a list at number three. For
the most part, the objects that are to be counted are intuitive; however, number nine expects readers to count the waves while the whales
on the page seem more prominent. Regardless, with help, little readers will enjoy counting the things in this book as they join Tomo for
another awesome adventure.
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